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ABSTRACT

Changing mission requirements have forced NASA to procure a new generation of
tracking telemetry system with performance and features greatly exceeding existing
system capabilities in many areas. These requirements and the system that was
designed to meet them are discussed. Initial results of system testing are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center/Wallops Flight Facility provides telemetery,
command, and metric tracking support for several types of missions. Those missions
include launch vehicle support and sounding rocket mission support as well as LEO
satellite support. These missions often require support from remote sites with no
existing tracking resources.
The requirements of these missions have increased beyond the capabilities of existing
transportable telemetry tracking systems, and the need for a new generation of
tracking system which incorporates the latest advancements in technology was
evident.

THE REQUIREMENT

To meet the increased requirements the system needed to improve upon the existing
capabilities in three basic areas; improved RF performance, automation, and target
positional accuracy. It was also required that the new system retain the transportability
of current smaller, less capable systems. The driving forces behind each of the new
requirements as well as the existing transportability requirement are discussed below.

Slant ranges and data rates have increased, yielding negative link margins with
existing transportable telemetry systems. Even after optimizating the downlink
modulation, and employing the most efficient flight transmitters available, a minimum
station G/T of 21 dB/K at 2250 MHZ is required. Also, the telemetry band was
recently expanded into the 2300-2400 MHZ range, and it is anticipated that future



expendable launch vehicles will downlink in this new range. It was therefore essential
that the new system cover that band as well as the 2200-2300 MHZ band.

The Ground Network, which was originally deployed in support of the Apollo
program, has been phased out. The low earth orbit satellite support originally provided
by these systems was largely taken over by TDRSS, but a great number of low cost
satellites are not TDRSS compatable. Also, a number of these satellites will have to
downlink in real time to remote sites. To that end, the relatively small number of these
systems available (three at present) must support a wide variety of missions in rapid
succession, from dispersed points of the globe. The system would be called on to
perform in environmental conditions that range from Alaska to the tropics. Once the
system has been transported to a new site it must be erected from the ground up in
three days by a crew of three men.

Wallops Flight Facility has been using existing telemetry tracking antenna systems as
pedestal type radars. These systems accomplish ranging by measuring the delay to a
serial bit stream which is uplinked and the loop is closed via the telemetry downlink.
The telemetry systems currently employed were not designed to provide the needed
angular accuracy in real-time. They require laborious manual calibrations of the RF
beam squint at the frequencies and polarizations of interest, and celestial alignment
with rifle scope type optics.

With these systems corrected data is only available post mission. Frequently more
than a month elapses before the data processing is complete. The new systems are
required to an absolute beam radial accuracy of +/- 0.050 degrees three sigma in both
azimuth and elevation axes, as referenced to true north and the local gravity vector.

The existing stations utilized for LEO satellite support are quite labor intensive, and
require a large crew, as well as engineering support to install, align and check out.
They also require continous manning during routine satellite pass support. NASA
required the new system to be highly automated so that it could be fielded without
increasing the existing staffing. This means that the system has to automatically align
itself after erection, perform self-testing, an run a 24 hour satellite pass support
schedule without operator support.

THE SOLUTION

The system Scientific-Atlanta developed to meet the above mentioned requirements
for NASA employs an eight meter prime focus antenna illuminated with a high
efficiency ESCAN feed, mounted on a dual drive elevation-over-azimuth pedestal.
The system simultaneous receives signals in the 2200-2400 MHZ band in both RHCP



and LHCP channels, while transmitting in either polarization in the 2025-2150 MHZ
band via a 200 watt solid state transmitter. A simplified block diagram of the system
is shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows two views of the antenna/pedestal assembly.

There are four primary elements which differentiate this system from the current
transportable telemetry systems. They are:

1) The ESCAN feed
2) The unique transportation system
3) The absolute angular accuracy provisions
4) The automation afforded by the system computer and operating system

Each of these features is discussed in detail below.

ESCAN FEED

A new type of tracking feed was developed to meet the dual NASA requirements of
high aperture efficiency and low side lobes. This new feed, the ESCAN, employs an
electronically rotated, or scanned, beam with an instantaneous pattern identical to that
of a mechanically scanned beam. However it offers several distinct advantages over
mechanically scanned beams. These include a sum channel beam which is not
scanned, and has, therefore, no synthetic amplitude or phase modulation.

Using this feed design the system was able to acheive a G/T of over 21 dBK across
the 2200-2400 band in both tracking and data channels while producing sidelobes
more than 20 dB down.

The ESAN feed also has the capability of being scanned at rates equivalent to 1,000
cycles per second. This feature is crutial to high accuracy requirement because it
provides a high level of immunity to fast fades and swells in the signal strength caused
by the spinning antenna pattern of the sounding rocket.

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

The system was designed from the start with the tranportability requirements in mind.
When packed for transport, the entire system is contained in two ISO containers (one
20 foot and one 40 foot) and a telemetry van, permitting ecconomical shipment by air,
sea, or rail.

Three specially designed skids provide a permanent means of securing the antenna
and pedestal, and are designed to assist rapid erection. The pedestal skid is designed to



hold the pedestal, base extension, and counterweight arms in a single major assembly
to minimize erection time.

The skids also contain reels for the range and RF cables, and an “hor d'oeuvres” tray
containing the RF and waveguide assemblies preassembled for rapid deployment.

Once erected, the system is aligned using a portable boresight system and the built in
automatic sextant. The portable boresight system consists of a two foot diameter dual
polarized reflector antenna, mounted atop a 40 foot telescoping tower. The antenna is
driven by a low power comb transmitter, which simultaneously generates 11 test
carriers across the 2200-2400 MHZ band (one every 20 MHZ). An optical flag target
is mounted on the tower to assists in the alignment of the telescope.

The automatic sextant uses the video telescope and a computer stored catalog of over
200 stars to align itself to true north.

ANGULAR ACCURACY

The tracking system is required to provide azimuth and elevation angles to the target
in absolute geodetic coordinates at a rate of up to 10 samples per second. These angles
must be accurate to a tolerance of +/-0.050 degrees 3 sigma.

To acheive this accuracy, the system compensates the measured servo angles in real
time for mechanical alignment errors, RF alignment errors (or beam squint), reflector
droop, and residual error (or the servo’s inability to precisly follow the autotrack
error).

The mechanical errors consists of azimuth bias and non-orthogonality of the elevation
axis to the azimuth axis. The azimuth bias, or offset of the synchro zero from true
north, is determined by an automatic plunge-and-rotate on one of the 200 stars in the
computer’s catalog. Any non-orthogonality measured by theodelite can be manually
entered into the computer.

The RF alignment errors are quantized periodically using the boresight source, and the
automatic RF alignment routine in the system computer. The errors (azimuth
colimation and elevation bias) are stored in a look-up table in the computer with the
corresponding frequency and polarization. The computer automatically determines the
current tracking frequency and polarization, and applies the corresponding
coefficients.



The system also continously monitors the detected autotrack error, and applies a
correction to the target position output to correct for residual error induced by wind
gust or servo lag. The autotrack error is processed by a multistage digital filter, which
permits the operator to select a bandwidth of 0.5 Hz, 5 Hz or 50 Hz depending on the
expected SNR to the optimize the response to his link.

SYSTEM AUTOMATION

The Precision Transportable Tracking Telemetry System employs a computer control
system to automate nearly every phase of the system operation. The system uses was
an Hewlett Packard 9000 series, Model 360 CM computer with an operating system
program written primarily in HP BASIC, with compiled subroutines in 68030
assembler and PASCAL. This operating system program is nearly 15,000 lines of
code, and performs the four main functions of orbit/launch scheduler, automatic
equipment configuration, real time control, and system alignment and verification.
Figure 3 summarizes the sub-functions available under each of the main functions.

In the orbit scheduler function the computer stores the mean orbit elements, or IIRV’s
for up to 12 satellites, and allows the operator to schedule any visable passes. At T-2
minutes before the pass, the system will automatically wake up and configure all of
the system equipment to any of up 100 equipment configuration files. During the pass
the computer will track the satellite with up to 10 commanded az/el angles per second.

All of the system instruments, which consist of four receivers, two diversity
combiners, antenna control unit, power meter, time code generator, and VHF switch,
are connected to the controller via an IEEE-488 bus, and can be controlled in real time
by an operator sitting at the computer console.

The computer also serves as an automatic test and alignment aid, acting as a
computerized sextant for syatem alignment and offering the operator a wide range of
RF and mechanical tests to verify the systems performance. The system also provides
a Quick Look analysis of satellite pass which compares the actual autotracked position
of the satellite to that calculated in the orbital predictor for a verification of the system
alignment.

Figure 4 shows two typical screens, Figure 4 a) shows the Track Screen, which
provides a single point heads up status of the system during the pass. Figure 4 b)
shows the Receiver Configuration Menu, which allows the operator to select all of the
receiver configuration parameters to be used during a pass.



In addition to the automation afforded by the computer control system, the antenna
control unit incorporates a number of “smart” features to assist the operator. These
include automatic beam switching routine aids in the transition from the 20 degree
beamwidth acquisition antenna to the 1.4 degree main beam, and a zenith pass routine,
which predicts direct and near direct overhead passes and slews the azimuth under
program track to prevent loss of the target.

SYSTEM TESTING

The system test program was devised to rigorously exercise the Precision
Transportable Tracking Telemetry System, and to precisely quantitize the angular
accuracy under conditions which duplicate its actual use.

During the acceptance test, the system was assembled from its skid mounted
configuration, and aligned for service using only the built in alignment aids available.
In good weather conditions, three men can easily erect and align the system in three
days. The angular testing was commenced immediately after the erection and
alignment.

ANTENNA ANGLE ACCURACY TESTING

System angle accuracy testing was conducted by tracking a number of satellites with
the system, and relaying the azimuth and elevation angle data in real time to Goddard
Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF). At FDF the data transmitted was compared to a
definative orbit for the satellite generated by the Goddard Trajectory Determination
System. Predicted az/el look angles with accuracies of better than 0.001 degrees were
obtained by using a GPS survey to locate the Atlanta site to sub-foot accuracy in three
dimensional space, and by simultaneously reducing tracking information from a
number of other tracking sites to produce a definative orbit.

The angle accuracy test setup is shown in figure 5. The Tracking data formatter time
tags az/el data from the tracking system at a rate of 10 samples per second. The data is
then output to a synchronous modem at a rate 2400bps in Minimum Data Delay
Format (MDDF). MDDF is used primarily by NASA radars, and is compatable with
the FDF system. The data was then analyzed, and accuracy plots were generally
available by FAX within four hours.



CONCLUSION

A typical angle accuracy test plot is shown in Figure 6. Without additional adjustment,
the system routinely falls within an absolute accuracy of +/-0.075 degrees, 3 sigma,
and on most passses acheives +/-0.05 degrees, 3 sigma. Small contributing factors
such as synchro package nonlinearity and droop caused by spar flexture were easily
discerned from the test output, and were corrected.
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 Figure 1. NASA Wallops Island - Block Diagram



 Figure 2a. Pedestal/Antenna Assembly - Front View

Figure 2b. Pedestal/Antenna Assembly in Profile



 Figure 3. Computer Operating System Organization

Figure 4. Typical Computer Screens



 Figure 5. Antenna Angle Accuracy Test Setup

Figure 6. Angle Accuracy Results
Nimbus-7 Pass


